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Have you ever felt like the odd one out Well, so do Timothy
Limpet and Tabitha Lumpet Timothy is a troll who likes things
neat Tabitha is a little girl who likes to play in the mud Neither
feels like they belong where they are, and so when
happenstance brings them together, they get the brilliant idea
to swap places You can only imagine what happens next.This
is a sweet book about wanting to fit in, but at the same time it
reminds the reader that our uniqueness is exactly what makes
us special The illustrations are colorful and fun Lots of attention
to detail A great book to read aloud. A little girl and a troll swap
families for a while. Popular E Book, Troll Swap Author Leigh
Hodgkinson This Is Very Good And Becomes The Main Topic
To Read, The Readers Are Very Takjup And Always Take
Inspiration From The Contents Of The Book Troll Swap , Essay
By Leigh Hodgkinson Is Now On Our Website And You Can
Download It By Register What Are You Waiting For Please
Read And Make A Refission For You A troll who is neat and a
little girl who is not don t fit with their families They swap places
and are happy for a while Then they discover they d rather be
with their own families and swap back.Cute story about where
you belong even if you are different from other family
members. A messy girl and a neat troll switch places because
they both feel like they don t fit in where they live The
illustrations were interesting and my daughter enjoyed the story
overall. Ages 4 6. Author Illustrator Leigh HodgkinsonFirst
Published 2013Timothy Limpet a Troll and Tabitha Lumpit a
girl are different and find it hard to be accepted in their world
just as they are When they swap places they find a place in the
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World where they are just the same as everyone else Yay But
it s rather boring to be the same Boo A story about being
accepted just as you are.image via author s website
www.wonkybutton.comColourful, fun illustrations with an easy
message.A book that which would find itself on a high
frequency cycle for Dad to read at bedtime.References Author
s website aloud 3 Read yourself 8 ISBN 978 0 85763 162 6 CR
This whimsically illustrated picturebook is a cross between
Herv Tullet s style in Help We Need A Title and Adam Rubin s
Big Bad Bubble The plot itself feels like it has been fused of Big
Bad Bubble and Gaston That being said, this is fun book with
energetic mixed media illustrations. This is what I have to say
about this book you know all those picture books about the kid
who Just Doesn t Fit In The elephant ballerina, the sentimental
monster, the penguin who can t swim Those books are always
about our differences make us stronger and or we all find our
place eventually They try real hard, but most of them just don t
make it all the way there.THIS book gets there You ve got your
tidy, polite troll and your loud, messy little girl The little girl
drives her family nuts and the troll is a disappointment to the
other trolls So they trade places now the girl gets to jump in
mud and the troll gets to clean her room Poor OCD troll This is
where a lot of picture books stop Tabitha has found her true
family yay But no, that s bullshit, that s a terrible long term
solution Picture books that stop there make me CRAZY.So
Leigh Hopkinson author of the funny and stylish Goldilocks
book that I loved so much last year follows up Tabitha and
Timothy s initial ah it s so nice to fit in period during which,
hilariously, Tabitha s parents totally overlook the fact that their
daughter is now a hairy troll with protruding teeth with a lapse
into boredom for all concerned Turns out Tabby s family kind of
liked her loud ways, and the trolls at least had something to
complain about when Timmy acted all fussy and prim.So they
go back to their families and live happily ever after The last
page shows Timothy cutting loose with a loud burp and Tabitha
sweeping up some dust, implying that they have each rubbed
off on the other a little bit.And since if I am not overthinking a
32 page picture book I am not truly happy let s overthink this a
little What if the troll is not real What if it s all Tabitha She
knows that her parents despair of her filthy room and hygiene,
and she metaphorically banishes those traits to go live with the
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trolls She goes a week or two keeping her room clean and
saying excuse me Her parents appreciate the peace and quiet
at first but before too long miss the vitality of Tabitha s chaotic
ways So does Tabitha, and so in the end they all excuse
themselves to go do gymnastics on the couch The last page,
with Tabby using a broom, indicates that her good behavior
interlude taught her that being tidy is not beyond her
capabilities and that sometimes there s nothing wrong with a
clean floor.This of course would be a MUCH tedious book, and
I m so glad Leigh Hopkinson wrote it with the troll It s fun, and it
s warmhearted, and if it lets parents compartmentalize certain
behaviors so that they can get less worked up about them,
then GOOD. A troll and a little girl swap places Timothy Limpet,
a troll, is too neat and polite for his troll family Tabitha Lumpit, a
little girl, is too loud and messy for her human family Timothy
and Tabitha swap places, and learn they may have been right
where they belonged all along Silly and humorous.
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